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Dear Members, 

We have recently started one more new

This is an early service with monthly 

stocks, in 2001 metal stocks/oil stocks and investing

years would have made fortune. Now since last five months we have been recommending 

Uranium stocks but hardly anyone took this sector seriously. S

newsletter which will provide a detailed insight into the

done enough research and keeping close eye on this sector since last one year.

I am sure our recommendation will provide you with 

and also,  we will place ourselves well in advance before this market enter

era. As we already mentioned that Uranium bubble will be biggest bubble

Street so why not get the best out of this joyride? 

Here are few Uranium stocks charts, these stocks have moved up nicely in the last three 

months: 

URZ: Stock moved from 0.90 to $2.55
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URRE: This one moved from 0.30 to 1.63.

 

URG – Marching ahead with strong outlook of 
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DNN – Gaining ground 

In the last three months we recommended selling metals stocks and buying uranium stocks. 

There are plus points: many uranium mining companies hold metals and base metals deposit. 

Nuclear plants are multiplying in many deve

demands will multiply.  

Technically Uranium prices have broken out from lows. Higher prices will attract many 

developers to developed mines. 
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Most important reasons, Mars and Saturn are positioning right to give birth to Uranium.  

We will try to create awareness about the happenings in the industries and trends of Uranium 

stocks (globally). We will also further explore into how one could take full advantage of future 

coming bull market. Also we will include some of alternative energy stocks but our focus will 

remain on Uranium. 

I myself am truly excited about this newsletter and I am sure you will be able to put additional 

strength to your portfolio. 

First newsletter will be out soon in middle of next week. 

To Subscribe for the Uranium newsletter services, visit the link mentioned below:  

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/uranium-alternative-energy-subscription.php 

 

Thanks & God Bless 

Mahendra Sharma 

 


